On the nature of DNA self-assembled monolayers on Au: measuring surface heterogeneity with electrochemical in situ fluorescence microscopy.
The creation of gold surfaces modified by single- or double-stranded DNA self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) is shown to produce heterogeneous surface packing densities through the use of electrochemical studies coupled with fluorescence imaging. The modified surfaces created by direct adsorption of thiolate DNA [followed by passivation with mecaptohexanol (MCH)] resulted in regions covered by a monolayer of DNA SAM and other regions that were coated by large particles of DNA. The difference in fluorescence intensity measured from these regions was dramatic. More importantly, a regional variance in fluorescence intensity in response to electrochemical potential was observed: the large aggregates showing a significantly different modulation of fluorescence intensity than the monolayer-coated regions. Electrochemical desorption and detection of the fluorescently tagged DNA provided clear evidence of a complete surface modification. These studies have implications for biosensor/biochip development using DNA SAMs. A modification in the method used to produce the DNA SAMs resulted in a significantly different surface with much fewer aggregates and more significant electromodulation of the fluorescence intensity, though at much lower DNA surface density (ca. 1% of maximum theoretical coverage). This method for forming the modified surfaces has clear advantages over the currently accepted practice and emphasizes the importance of studying the nonaveraged nature of the sensor surface using in situ imaging tools like electrofluorescence microscopy.